1. **THE DUE DATE TO SUBMIT ALL ASSIGNMENTS IS SUNDAY 01.12.2013.**

2. Any **late submission** of the assignments **will not be accepted**.

3. **Compile** all assignments into **one portfolio**. Please **use separator** to separate each assignment.

4. Your portfolio **must** follow this order:
   a. Cover page
   b. Separator 1 : Oral Presentation
   c. Please **put your CD in a plastic cover** (no need to buy the cover, just use a transparent plastic like a kuih plastic) and **glue it on an A4 paper** (**ALL GROUP MEMBERS MUST HAVE A CD ATTACHED TO THEIR PORTFOLIOS**).
   d. Separator 2 : MylinE quizzes
   e. All printed quizzes from MylinE
   f. Separator 3 : Journal
   g. All printed journal articles

Thank you.